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Summary. The article considers the problem of quadcopter dynamics simulation and control
in virtual environment systems. The proposed solution of this problem is based on the
application of a mathematical model of quadcopter dynamics on the assumption that roll and
pitch angles are small. In turn, the rotor dynamics is realized through a mathematical model of
the electric motor based on its passport parameters. In this work, the feedback linearization
method is used to control the quadcopter. With the application of this approach, the
quadcopter’s horizontal motion is achieved by the obtained expressions for the roll and pitch
angles. The methods and approaches proposed in this article were implemented within the
virtual environment complex and were tested on the example of a quadcopter model with
control by a virtual remote controller.
1

INTRODUCTION

The quadcopter is an unmanned aerial vehicle with four rotors. Such devices are widely
used for aerial photography and video, surveillance, search-and-rescue, and several other
applications. The simulation of quadcopter motion control is an important and relevant area of
research. This objective is required to find a such control strategy of quadcopter that allows to
realize its vertical take-off and landing, rotations, movements in horizontal plane and attitude
control when it performs various maneuvers and hovering at one point. Since the quadcopter’s
motion is described by nonlinear dynamic under-actuated system, then the design of
quadcopter motion control is quite a challenge.
Currently, research is focused on the development of methods and algorithms for aerial
vehicle control [1, 2]. In particular, quadcopter control methods have been researched,
including Lyapunov function [3-5], PID controllers [6-8] and linearization feedback [9-11].
The basis is the use of the Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) sensors that consist of
gyroscope, accelerometer, barometer and magnetometer, as well as data processing from
ultrasonic sonar, LIDAR, GPS, etc. Since the readings of these sensors due to noise and the
accumulation of integration errors are inaccurate, the issues of data refinement by
constructing PID controllers, Kalman and low-pass filters are investigated in some works [6,
8, 12].
A separate area of research is the use of virtual environment systems to implement
quadcopter dynamic simulation and control. On the one hand, that allows to train the operator
how to control a quadcopter using the remote controller, and on the other hand, the
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application of the virtual environment is convenient for approbation of the developed methods
and algorithms of quadcopter control. Hence, the use of adequate mathematical models of the
quadcopter dynamics and control for virtual environment systems is an important and current
task. In this work, we consider a mathematical model of quadcopter dynamics in the form of
Newton-Euler equations [13, 14] on the assumption that the roll and pitch angles are small.
These equations are supplemented by relationships for the rotor dynamics based on their
passport parameters. To control the quadcopter, the feedback linearization method of the
quadcopter’s motion equations is applied. In this method, the quadcopter’s horizontal motion
is achieved by the obtained relationships for the roll and pitch angles. The methods and
algorithms proposed in this article for quadcopter dynamic simulation and control were
implemented within the virtual environment complex, developed in SRISA RAS. Their
approbation in this software complex was carried out on the example of motion control of
virtual quadcopter model (see the paper [15]) when operating by the virtual remote controller.
2 QUADCOPTER MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Consider a quadcopter with a design of the type X-configuration shown in Figure 1, in
which the propellers are located at the ends of the frame rays. We define the following
coordinate frames: the inertial frame OXYZ and the body frame OB X BYB Z B , which moves
along with a quadcopter.

Figure 1. Schematic description of the quadcopter

The quadcopter’s position is defined with radius vector r  OO B   x, y, z  , and the
T

attitude with ZYX Euler angles η   , ,  , where the rotations are first performed around
T

Z B -axis on the jaw angle

     , then around YB -axis on the roll angle
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 / 2     / 2 and finally around X B -axis on the pitch angle  / 2     / 2 .
The transformation matrix R from the body frame to the inertial frame is given by

 c c

R   s c
 s
 

 s c  c s s
c c  s s s
c s

s s  c s c 

c s  s s c  ,

c c


(1)

where notation c  cos( ) and s  sin( ) is used.

The quadcopters kinematics is defined by the linear velocity v   vx , v y , vz 

T

and the

angular velocity ω B   xB ,  yB ,  zB  that are given with respect to the inertial frame and the
T

body frame, respectively. In this article, we assume that the angles  and  during the
simulation will be small. This leads (see the paper [8]) that the kinematic relations are
following:
r  v , η  ω B .

(2)

Consider all the forces and torques that are applied to the quadcopter. According to [12],
rotations of rotors create thrusts Ti  k i2 , i  1, 4 in the attachment points that are directed
parallel to the axis OB Z B , where i and k denotes, respectively, the angular velocity of rotor
i and the lift constant. We deal with the case when the quadcopter’s center of mass is at the
4

point OB (at origin of the body frame). Hence, the four rotors create total thrust T   Ti
i 1

along the axis OB Z B , total torque   around the axis OB X B and total torque   around the
axis OBYB . Opposite the rotor rotation there are torques  i  bi2 , i  1, 4 around the axis
OB Z B due to the air drag, where b denotes the drag constant of rotor. To compensate for the
effect of this torques, the two rotors are spinning in the clockwise direction, while the two
4

other in the counter-clockwise direction, which creates a total torque     sgn(i ) i
i 1

around the axis OB Z B . The expressions for the thrust T and the torques   ,   and  can be
represented as
T  k (12   22  32   42 ) ,

(3)

   kl y (12  22  32  42 ) ,
   klx (12   22  32   42 ) ,

  b(12  22  32  24 ) ,
where the values lx and l y are the rotor coordinate’s positions in the body frame.
These forces and torques are combined in the force f s and the torque τ sB that are given
with respect to the inertial frame and the body frame, respectively:
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0
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fs  R  0  , τ s     .
T 
 
 
 

(4)

Let’s use the mathematical model [10] of air resistance, in which the drag force f d depends
on the square of the quadcopter’s linear velocity:

f d   kd v v ,

(5)

S

is the resistance coefficient, in which cd denotes the drag coefficient, 
2
the air density, S the cross-sectional area of the quadcopter to which covers air flow.
The quadcopter is assumed to be rigid body with the mass m and inertia matrix I . The
rigid body dynamics is described as the Newton-Euler equations in the inertial frame:
where kd  cd

  ω  Iω  τ ,
mv  mg  f , Iω

(6)

where g   0, 0,  g  denotes the gravity acceleration, f the total force, τ the total torque, v
T

and ω the quadcopter’s linear and angular velocities.
Let's write the second equation (6) of the rotational motion in the body frame. In this case,
the inertia matrix I is a constant diagonal matrix given by
 I xB

IB   0
0


0

I yB
0

0

0 .
I zB 

Then, with the use Equations (1), (2), (4) and (5), Eq. (6) become

mx  ( s s  c s c )T  kd r x ,

(7)

my  (c s  s s c )T  kd r y ,
mz  mg  c cT  kd r z ,
   ,
I xB  ( I yB  I zB )


   ,
I yB  ( I zB  I xB )
    ,
I zB  ( I xB  I yB )
where the thrust T and the torques   ,   and  are given by formulas (3).
The mathematical model (7) of the quadcopter’s motion is supplemented by the rotor
dynamics equations [16] based on their passport parameters:
  M (U 
I m
i
s
i

i
) , i  1, 4 ,
idle
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where U i denotes the voltage supplied to armature of the motor, M s the motor starting
Mt
torque, idle the motor idling speed, I m  s c the motor inertia, in which tc is motor time
idle
constant.
Equations (7) and (8) define a mathematical model of quadcopter and rotor dynamics,
where T ,   ,   and  are given by formulas (3).
3 QUADCOPTER CONTROL
The quadcopter is an under-actuated mechanical system, since the number of actuators
(four rotors) less than the number of degrees of freedom (three independent coordinates for
the translational motion and three ones for the rotation). This means that we can control only
four degrees of a quadcopter freedom at the same time. For example, the quadcopter’s vertical
motion (vertical take-off and landing) and attitude control are realized by changing of the
thrust T and the torques   ,  and  . Next, we’ll show how by changing the pitch   and
the roll   angles, it’s possible to ensure the quadcopter’s horizontal motion.
Formulas (3) are a system of linear equations with unknown rotor angular velocities i ,
i  1, 4 . For given T  ,   ,   and  , in consideration of the rotor rotation directions (see the

Figure 1), the solution of this system can be derived as

* 
 
T * 
T  

    , 2  

    ,
4k 4kl y 4klx 4b
4k 4kl y 4klx 4b


1 







(9)

 * 
 * 
T  
T  

, 4  
 






.
4k 4kl y 4kl x 4b
4k 4kl y 4klx 4b









3

In this article, we apply the feedback linearization method [17]. The main idea of this
method is that the control variables are selected to algebraically transform nonlinear system
(7) into linear ones, and then apply to it linear control techniques. The control variables for
quadcopter are the thrust T  and the torques   ,   and  . Substituting them into Eq. (9) we
can obtain the required rotor velocities i , i  1, 4 . These velocities are ensured by
computing the voltages Ui , i  1, 4 that transform the rotor dynamics in formula (8) to linear
equations. Next, we consider the tasks of controlling the quadcopter’s vertical and horizontal
motion, its orientation and rotor rotations.
3.1 Vertical motion control
The quadcopter’s vertical motion control is that to ensure changing of the coordinate z as
desired zd (t ) with the velocity zd (t ) . To do this we apply the feedback linearization method
and transform the third equation (7) to the form
mz  mg  c c T  kd r z  m   k1, z ( z  zd )  k2, z ( z  zd )  ,
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where k1,z and k2,z are the linearization coefficients.
Selecting the thrust from this equation as

T 





1
m  g  k1, z ( zd  z )  k2, z ( zd  z )   kd r z ,
c c

(10)

we obtain the equation for residual ez (t )  z (t )  zd (t ) :
ez  k 2, z ez  k1, z ez  0 .

Coefficients k1, z  0 and k 2, z  0 can be selected so that the roots of the characteristic
equation  2  k2, z   k1, z  0 will be different and have negative real part (in the case of
complex roots). Then the solution ez (t ) of this differential equation tends to zero as t   .
This means that the coordinate z of the quadcopter position converges to zd (t ) with the
velocity zd (t ) .
3.2 Attitude control
The quadcopter attitude control is that the angles  ,  and  must be converge to desired
values d (t ) ,  d (t ) and  d (t ) with their velocities d (t ) , d (t ) and  d (t ) . Let’s transform
the last three equations (7) using the feedback linearization method. Then the expressions for
torques are selected as
   I B  k (   )  k (   )  ,
   ( I zB  I yB )
1,
2,
x
d
d

(11)

   I yB  k1, ( d   )  k2, (d  )  ,
   ( I xB  I zB )

   I zB  k1, ( d  )  k2, ( d  )  ,
  ( I yB  I xB )

where if we select the linearization coefficients as ki ,  0 , ki ,  0 and ki ,  0 , i  1, 2 , then
the residuals e (t )   (t )   d (t ) , e (t )   (t )   d (t ) , e (t )   (t )  d (t ) tend to zero as
t   . This means that the quadcopter’s orientation angles converge to given functions
d (t ) ,  d (t ) and  d (t ) with the velocities d (t ) , d (t ) and  d (t ) .
Substituting Equations (10) and (11) into Eq. (9), we’ll get the required rotor velocities

i , i  1, 4 , that let us to control the quadcopter’s vertical motion and its orientation at the
same time.

3.3 Horizontal motion control
The quadcopter horizontal motion control is that the position’s coordinates x and y must
be converge to desired values xd (t ) and yd (t ) with the velocities xd (t ) , y d (t ) . We solve this
problem by determining the angles   (t ) and   (t ) of the quadcopter orientation and
applying the feedback linearization method. For this, define the acceleration vector as
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a  r   
x, 
y, 
z  . Dividing the first three equations (7) by the mass m yields
T

0
1   
1
a  g  R  0   kd r r , kd  k d .
m  
m
T 
Multiply the rotation matrix R T on both sides of the preceding equation, we obtain after
transformations

c c

  s c  c s s
 s s c s c
     

 s   a1  kd r x 
0
 1 


c s   a2  kd r y    0  .
m 
c c   a3  g  kd r z 
T 



s c
c c  s s s
c s  s s c

(12)

The first equation (12) is

 a  k
1

d



 







r x c  a2  kd r y s c  a3  g  kd r z s  0 .

From here, the roll angle  can be computed as









 a1  kd r x c  a2  kd r y s 
.


a3  g  kd r z



  arctan 

(13)

Consider the last two equations (12) and subtract the third equation multiplied by s from
the second equation multiplied by c . As a result, we get









1
Ts  a1  kd r x s  a2  kd r y c .
m

(14)

To derive the expression for the pitch angle  , first, it is necessary to determine the thrust
T . For this, we introduce a vector w  R T a , in which



a  a1  kd r x, a2  kd r y , a3  g  kd r z



T

.

Then Eq. (12) can be represented as w   0, 0, T / m  . Since R is an orthogonal matrix
T

(i.e., R  R T  I , where I is the identity matrix), then we obtain the following expression:
w   R Ta  R T a  a T RR T a  a  T / m  .
T

2

2

2

which is equivalent to
T / m  a 

 a  k
1

d

 

2
r x  a2  kd r y

  a
2

3

Combining this equation with Eq. (14) yields the pitch angle
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  arcsin 



 a  k r x  s   a  k r y  c
 a  k r x    a  k r y    a  g  k
1



d

2

2

1

d



d

2

2

d

3

d

r z



2



.



(15)

Equations (13) and (15) for the roll and pitch angles are used to relate the rotational and
translational motion of the quadcopter. Let’s apply the feedback linearization method for the
first three equations (7). Then, the expressions for the accelerations ai , i  1, 3 are given by

a1  k1, x ( xd  x)  k2, x ( xd  x ) ,

(16)

a2  k1, y ( yd  y )  k2, y ( y d  y ) ,
a3  k1, z ( zd  z )  k2, z ( zd  z) ,
where if we select the linearization coefficients as ki , x  0 and ki , y  0 , i  1, 2 , then the
residuals ex (t )  x(t )  xd (t ) , ey (t )  y (t )  yd (t ) tend to zero as t   . This means that the
quadcopter’s position coordinates converge to the given functions xd (t ) and yd (t ) with the
velocities xd (t ) , y d (t ) . Here, the expression for a3 follows from the task of the quadcopter’s
vertical motion control.
Equations (16) for ai can be used to compute the desired angles   (t ) and   (t ) from
Equations (13) and (15). Then, the torques   and   can be computed from Eq. (11) if we
select  (t )    (t ) ,  (t )    (t ) ,  (t )  0 and  (t )  0 .
d

d

d

d

3.4 Rotor rotations control
This task is to compute the motor voltages U i , i  1, 4 in order to ensure the required rotor
angular velocities i . Using the feedback linearization method for Equations (8) we get
  M (U  i )   I k (   ) , i  1, 4 ,
I m
i
s
i
m m ,i
i
i
idle

(17)

where km,i are the linearization coefficients.
In this case, we obtain the equations ei  km ,i ei  0 for the residuals ei  i  i . If we
select km ,i  0 , then the solutions ei (t )  Сi exp( km,i t ), Ci  const of these equations tend to
zero as t   .
Replacing I m 

M s tc
in Eq. (17) yields
idle

Ui 

1
(1  tc km ,i )i  tc km,i i  , i  1, 4 .

idle

(18)

Equations (18) for the voltages U i can be used to ensure the required rotor’s angular
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velocities i of the quadcopter.
4

SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed methods and approaches were implemented in the virtual environment
system developed in SRISA RAS for virtual robot’s simulation and control. This software
package includes parts for control, dynamics simulation and visualization of virtual objects.
The control system consists of the control panel editor, the block diagram editor and the
module interface for signal processing that allows to implement the schemes of various
complexity. Based on the actuator control signals, the updated coordinates and velocities of
virtual objects (rigid bodies, electric motors, wheels, etc.) are obtained in the dynamics
system. These coordinates (positions and orientations) are sent to the visualization system
which provides high-quality visualization of the virtual scene in real time.
Parameter

m
g

I xB

Value
5

Unit
kg

9.8

2

lx

Value
0.2

Unit
m

ly

0.25

m

kg m

2

kd

0.1536

kg/m

2

Ms

200

Nm

m/s

0.078

Parameter

I yB

0.078

kg m

I zB
k

0.1367

kg m2

idle

3246

rpm

1.9851 * 10

kg m

Im

0.0588

kg m2

b

7.436 * 10-6

kg m2

tc

0.1

s

-4

Table 1. Parameter values for simulation
The feedback in this virtual environment complex is implemented using virtual sensors
(see the paper [18]), such as position, attitude and angular rate sensors. The readings of these
sensors are computed in the dynamics or visualization systems and then sent to the control
system.
Parameter values for simulation of the quadcopter are presented in Table 1.

Figure 2. Quadcopter’s virtual remote controller

The quadcopter simulation in the virtual environment system is implemented on the basis
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of the developed its virtual model and virtual remote controller (see the paper [15]) which is
shown in Figure 2. Its motion is controlled by two joysticks. The horizontal and vertical
positions of the left joystick specify the rate of the jaw angle  d and the velocity zd ,
respectively. In the neutral position of the left joystick by selecting the desired values
zd  const and zd  0 the quadcopter’s height stabilization is realized. The right joystick
displacements specify the desired roll  and pitch  angles so that     0 . In the
d

d

d

d

neutral position of the right joystick by selecting the desired velocities xd  y d  0 , the
quadcopter’s horizontal position stabilization is realized according to formulas (13) and (15)
for the angles   and   . To ensure the condition of small angles, the limits  d  30 and

 d  30 are also imposed on the roll  and pitch  angles.

Figure 3. Structure of the quadcopter control scheme

The control algorithm of the virtual remote controller performs according to the block
diagram scheme, the structure of which is shown in Figure 3. This scheme consists of control
panel blocks, sensors, actuators (motors) and set of block libraries (arithmetic, trigonometric,
logical, etc.). Each virtual sensor has its own block in the control scheme.
The position sensor computes the quadcopter’s position coordinates and the linear
velocities by differentiation of the receiving values. In its turn, the attitude sensor determines
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the quadcopter’s Euler angles, while the angular rate sensor computes their derivatives. Also
motors have the ability to compute the own rate of rotation. The joystick position changes and
the sensor readings are sent to parts of the control scheme in which the computation of thrust,
torques and rotor voltages according to formulas (10), (11), (16) and (18) is performed.
Parameter
k1,x
k2,x
k1,φ
k2,φ

Value
0.05
0.75
12
4

km,i , i  1, 4

200

Parameter
k1,y
k2,y
k1,θ
k2,θ

Value
0.05
0.75
12
4

Parameter
k1,z
k2,z
k1,ψ
k2,ψ

Value
2
10
1
5

Table 2. Parameters for the feedback linearization method
The linearization coefficients presented in Table 2 are selected so that to ensure the
monotonic transient response, the absence of overshoot, the control performance and the nonnegativity of the radicals in Equations (9). Furthermore, an approximation sin( x)  x and
tan( x)  x for small angles x is used to decrease computations in the control scheme. The
computed motor voltages are sent to the dynamic system, in which the quadcopter simulation
using Equations (7) and (8) is implemented.

a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 4. Simulation of quadcopter motion control

Figure 4 shows the quadcopter’s motion simulation in the virtual environment complex
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with using the remote controller. Four quadcopter’s positions are shown: a) initial, b) at a
height of zd  1 meter, c) after rotating on the jaw angle  d  135 , d) after rotating on the
pitch angle  d  30 to start moving in the horizontal plane. The results show that the
proposed methods and approaches for quadcopter control make it possible to realize
horizontal and vertical motion, rotations, height and attitude stabilization.
5

CONCLUSIONS

This paper studied the problem of quadcopter motion control in virtual environment
systems. To solve this problem, the feedback linearization method for the differential
equations of quadcopter and actuator dynamics was used. In this case, when deriving the
equations, it was assumed that during the simulation the roll and pitch angles are small.
Approbation on the virtual quadcopter and remote controller models was showed that
proposed methods and approaches for quadcopter control allow to realize its motion and
stabilization. In the future, it is planned to develop methods and approaches for solving the
problems of trajectory motion with any roll and pitch angles, modeling of real sensors with
applying various filters for them.
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